
 

Descent with Modification: An Evolution Fact Sheet 
 

Resources 
 Adapted from Understanding Evolution: a website for teachers and students [http://evolution.berkeley.edu/] 

Of all the material taught within an elementary school, none may be as controversial as that of biological evolution.  It is 
for this reason that—in addition to including a basic background for teaching evolution—this fact sheet provides initial 
resources for teachers facing resistance to the concepts surrounding evolution. 
 
What is evolution? 
Biological evolution, simply put, is descent with 
modification—not “advancement” or “progress.”  This 
definition encompasses small-scale evolution (changes in gene 
frequency in a population from one generation to the next) 
and large-scale evolution (the descent of different species 
from a common ancestor over many generations).  In the 
earliest Darwinian sense, it was said that evolution proceeds 
primarily by the mechanism of natural selection acting upon 
variation in populations and that different species share 
common ancestors; his definition still holds true to this day. It 
has been added to, but never refuted. 
 

Why do we study evolution? 
Easy!  We study evolution because it is the best way to understand the history of life. 
 
There are an incredible number of myths about evolution which are all entirely 
untrue.  Some of these myths include: 

X Gaps in the fossil record disprove evolution 
X Evolution is not science because it is not observable or testable 
X Evolutionary theory is incomplete and is currently unable to give a total 

explanation of life 
X Evolution and religion are incompatible 
X There are reasonable scientific alternatives to evolution 
X Evolution means progression towards complexity, culminating in human life 
X Darwin recanted his theory of evolution on his deathbed 

 
Evolution is often dismissed as “just a theory.” 
In truth, it IS just a theory! 
But what does theory  mean in a scientific sense? 
Theories are overarching explanations that make sense of some aspect of 
nature, are based on evidence, allow scientists to make valid predictions, and 
have been tested in many ways.  The scientific definition of “theory” should 
not be confused with the way the term is commonly used to mean a guess or a 
hunch. In science, a theory means much more and is far more well-founded. 
The “Theory of Evolution” is an evidence-based, internally consistent, well-
tested explanation of how the history of life proceeded on Earth—not a 
hunch. Understanding the role of theory in science is essential to scientists and 
vital to the informed citizen. 
 
The “debate” over evolution.  
The instruction of evolution is coming up for debate and even vote within 
many public school boards across America. It is not unreasonable to be 
concerned that one might encounter resistance while teaching in Canada.  
While there are obviously many arguments against such religious 
encroachment, chief among them is the fact that science is not democratic.  
Scientific ideas are subject to scrutiny from near and far, but nobody ever takes 
a vote. If the question of plate tectonics had been decided democratically when 
it was first presented in the early twentieth century, we would, today, have no 
explanation for the origins of much of Earth’s terrain. Scientific ideas are 
accepted or rejected instead on the basis of evidence. 

Truly a powerful resource; if you are teaching any aspect of evolution, do not hesitate to research here. 
 See also the National Science Teachers Association’s evolution resources [http://www.nsta.org/evresources] 


